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9 Playing with Numbers

U

Understanding the Lesson
. llumbers in generalised form.
. Games with mrmbers.

- Reversing the digiLs of two-digit ntmbers.
- peyglsing the digits of three.digit numbers.

- Forming three-digit numbers with given tlree
diCrts.

Conceptual Facts
Generalised form ofa two-digit number ifo is ten place digit a_nd b is unit place digit.

axl0+bx1=10o+b
Generalised form ofa three-digit number ifa is ten place digit a-nd b is unit place digit.

a x 100 +b x 10 +c x I = 100a + 106 +c
Two-digit original numbers = LOa + b
Number obtained by reversing the digiLs = 10b + o

Sum= 10a +b+I.ob+a
= tta + tLb = Lt(a + b)

which is divisible by 11.

Difference = (lOa + b)- (106 +a)
=l0a+b-l\b-a
=9a-9b=9(a-b)

which is divisible by 9.

Three-digit original number ifo is hundred place digit and b is ten place digit and c is unit place digit.
=100u+10b+c

The number obtailed by reversing the digits = 100c + 10b + a
Difference = (100o + 106 + c)_(100c + Lob + a)

= 100o+ lOb+c- 100c-10b-a
= 99rl - 99c = 99(a - c)

which is divisible by 99.

Divisibility test by 2 - A number is divisible by 2 if iLs u:rit place is even.
For example: 24, 48, 56 and 76 etc.
Divisibility test by 3 - A number is divisible by 3 if the sum of all digits of the given number is also
divisible by 3.

For example: 723 = 1, +2 +3 =6 +3=2
528=5+2+8=15+3=b

. Letters for digits.

" Test for divisibility.
- Divisibility by t0
- Divisibility by 2 and 5

- Divisibility by 3 and 9
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. Divisibility test by 5 - If the unit place digit is either 0 or 5 then it is divisible by 5.

. Divisibility test by 9 - A number is divisible by 9 if the sum of its digits is also divisible bv 9'

For example: 225 = 2 + 2 + 5 = 9 + 9 = I
684=6+8 +4=18+9=2

. Letters for digiLs - There are two rules followed while doing such puzzles'

(i) The first digit cannot be zero.

(ii) Each letter in the puzzle must stand for just one digit'

TnY Trese (Paee 2501

Ql. Write the following numbers in generalised

form.

o25 Gi)73

Giillzg Gu)302

Sol. (i) Generalised form of25 = 10x 2+ 1x 5
(ii) Generalised form of 73 = 10 x 7 + 1 x 3

(iii) Generalised form of 129 = 100 x 1 + l0 x 2

+1x9
(iu) Generalised form of 302 = 100 x 3 + I x 2

Q2. Write the following in the usual for:m'

(i) 10x6+6
(ii)100x7+10x1+8
(iii) 100 x a+lOxc+b

Sol. (i) 10 x 5 + 6 = 60 + 6 = 56

(ii) 100x7+ 10x 1+8
=700+10+8=718

(iii) 100 xa +lOxc+b=atb

Tnv Trsse lPaee 2511

Ql. Check what the result would have been if
Sundaram had chosen the numbers shown
below.

.t .27 2.39
3.64 4. L7

Sol. 1. If 27 was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing the digits = 72

Snm of the two numbers =27 +72=99 which
is divisible bY 11-

2. If 39 was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing the digits = 93

Sum of the two numbers = 39 + 93 = 132

which is divisible bY 11.

3. If 64 was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing the digits = 4{i

Sun of the two numbers = 64 + 46 = llO
which is divisible bY 11.

4. If 17 was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing the digits = 7 I
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Sum ofthe two numbers = 17 + 7l = 88 which

is divisible bY 11.

Q2. Check what the result would have been if
Sundaram had chosen the numbers shown
below:

7.17 2.21

3.96 4.37

SoI. 1. If 17 was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing the digit = 7l
Difference = 7l ' L7 = 54 which is divisible
bv 9.

2.lf 2l was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing the digiLs = 12

Difference = 27 - 12 = 9 which is divisible
bv 9.

3. If 96 was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing the digits = 69

Difference = 96 - 69 = 27 which is divisible
bv 9.

4. If 37 was chosen by Sundaram then the
number obtained by reversing t'he digit's = 73

Difference = 73 - 37 = 36 which is divisible
bv 9.

Tav Txese lPaae 2521

Ql. Check what the result would have been if
Minakshi had chosen the numbers shown
below. In each case keep a record oft'he quotient
obtained at the end.

1.132 2.469
3.737 4.901

Sol- L- Given number = 132

Number obtailed by reversing the digiLs

= 231
Difference = 231- 132 = 99 which is divisible
by 99 with quotient 1 and no remainder'

2. Given number = 469

Number obtained by reversing the digits

=9M
Dfference = 964 - 4ti9 = 495 which is divisible
by 99 with quotient 5 and no remai'nder'
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3. Given number = 7BZ

Number obtained by reversing the digits
= 737

Difference = 737 - 737 = 0 which is divisible
by 99 with quotient 0 and no remainder.

4. Given number = 901
Number obtained by reversing the digits
= r09
Difference = 901 - 109 = 292 which is divisible
by 99 with quotient 8 and no remainder.

Tnv THese (Paee 253)

Ql. Check what the result would have been if
Sundaram had chosen the numbers shown
below.

7.477 2.632
3. 117 4.937

Sol. 1. Let the given number 417 be in the form olc
.'. abc = 477

cab = 74L
bca = 174

Ql. Find the values of the letters in each of the
following ald give reasons for the steps involved.

Sum = 417 + 741 +174 = 1382 which is
tlivisible by 37 i.e. 1332 + 37 = 86 with no
remainder.

2. Let the given number 632 be in tlrre fotm abc
.. abc = 632

cab = 263
bca = 326

Sum = 632 + 263 +326 = l22t + BZ = 83 with
no remainder.

3. l,et the given number 117 in the form obc
.'. abc = 177

cab = 7ll
bca = l7l

S'rm = 117 + 7t7 +777 = 999 + 87 = 27 witb
no remainder.

4. l,et the given number 932 in the form abc
.'. abc = 937

cab = 793
bca = 379

Sum = 937 + 793 + 379 = 2709 + 87 =57
with no remainder.

.'. ForA= 5, weget5 + 8 = lB

.'. The values ofB and C = l(carried on) + 4
+9=L4

Thus the addition is 4 5

+9 8

L43
Hence,A=5,B=4andC= I

3. We have I A

xA
9A

AxA = A which is time for A = 1 or 6
Forlxl=1*9
For A=6,weget6x6=36
.. Ax 1=6x I + 3 (carried on)

-o
Hence A = 6

AB

A
3+A=6

= 4=6-3=3
=2+l(Carriedon)

:. A=2
Now 7 + B = a number with rtnit place 2 i.e. 12

1 4A
+98
CB3

3A
+2 5

B2
,^
xA
9A

2

3

Sol. 1. We have 3A
+2 5

B2
A + 5, we get a unit digit 2
ForA = 7, we get 7 + 5 = 72
.. The value ofB = l(carried on)

Thus the addition is

HenceA=7andB=6
2. We have

CB3

+3+2=6
37

+2 5

62

Q4

+

6

+

4

9

A
8
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A + 8, we get a unit digit 3
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.'. B =12-7 =5
Thus the addition = 2 5

+3 7

Q5.

CAB
Sol. 3xB=B .'. B=D

3xA= CA ..3x5=15
Thus A=5andC=1
HenceA=5,B=0andC=1

Q6. AB
x6

CAB
Sol. 5xB=B .'. B=0or5

5 x A= CA + 5x5=25
Only possible when B = 0

Thus A=5andC--2
HenceA=5,B=0andC=2

Q7. AB
x6

Sol.

Q8.

62
AB
x3

BBB
Bx6=B

:. 6 x 4 = 24 -+B= 4 and 2 is carried to

6xA=BB
-> 6x7 = 42 + 2 (czriedon) =44
Thus B=7
HenceA=7andB=4

1+B=0
1 + 9 = 10 --> ,rn'it digit is 0 and 1 is carried to A
+1+1(carriedon)=B=9
.'. A+2=9 =+ A=9 -2=7
HenceA=7andB=9

+B 0

A1
+lB

2 AB
+AB 1

Qe

B18
Sol. B+l=8 .'. B=8-1=7

A + B = a number with udt digit 1

.'. A+B= 11

A+7=11
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.: A= ll - 7 = 4 (1 Carried to)
Nowlcarriedon+2+A=B

3+A=7
... A=7-3=4
Hence A= 4,8=7

Q10.

A09
Sol.9=A+B

9=1+8or2+7or3+6or4 +5
or8+1or7+2ot6+3or5+4

or0+9or9+0
Now 0 is required at unit Place

.. 2+A=10
+ A=10-2=8
.'. 8=9-8=1
.'. 1 + 6 + 1 (carried on) =A = 8

HenceA=8andB=1

Tnv Txese (Paez 257)

(The first one has been done for You)

Ql. If the division N + 5 leaves a rema.inder of 3,

what might be the one's digit of N?

Sol. So the one's digit, when divided by 5, must leave

a remainder of 3 the digit must be either 3 or 8

Q2. If the division N + 5 leaves a remainder of 1,

what might be the one's digit of N?

Sol. If the one's place ofa nunber is either 0 or 5

then it is divisible bY 5

.', One's digit might be 0 + 1= 1or5 + 1=6
Hence the required digit = 1 or 6

Q3. If the divisions N + 5 leaves a remainder of4
what might be the one's digit of N?

Sol. If the one's digit of a number is 0 or 5, then it is
divisible by 5. So, the one's digit ofN might be

4 or 9 with remainder 4.

Hence the required digit is 4 or 9.

Tnv Txese (Paee 257)

(The tirst one has been done for you)

Ql. If the division N + 2 leaves a remainder of 1,

what might be the one's digit of N?

Sol. So N is odd, so its one's digit is odd, therefore,

the one's digit must be l, 3, 5, 7' or I
Q2. If the division N + 2leaves no remainder (i.e'

zero re.rainder), what might be the one's digit
of N?

t2A
+6AB
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Sol. Since remainder is 0 for N + 2
. . N must be an even number whose one,s digrt
might be 0, 2, 4,6 ot 8.

Hence, the required digits might be 0, 2 ,4,6, or g.

Q3. Suppose that the division N + 5 leaves a
remainder of 4, and the division N + 2 leaves
a remainder of 1. What must be the one's digit
of N?

SoI. Ifthe one's digit ofa number is 0 or b, then it is
divisible by 5. So the one's digit ofN might be 0
+ 4 = 4 or 5 + 4 = 9 with remainder 4.

Now for the division N + 2, the one,s digit ofN
mightbe = 0 + I = 1,2 + 7 =3, 4 + 1= 5, 6 + 1

=7or8+1=9
Siace, in both the cases 9 is common
Hence, the required digit is 9.

Tnv Tuese (Paee 259)

Q. Check the divisibility of the following numbers
bv 9.

1. 108 2.6t6
3.294 4.4A2
5.927

Sol. 1. Sum ofthe digits of108 = I +0+8=gwhich
is divisible by 9.

Hence 108 is divisible by 9.

2. Sum ofthe digihs of616 = 6 + I + 6 = 18 which
is not divisible by 9.

Hence 616 is not divisible by 9.

3. Sum ofthe digits of294=2+9 + 4 = lb which
is not divisible by 9.

Hence 294 is not divisible by 9.
4. Srr?n ofdigits of 482 = 4 + B+ 2 = 9 which is

divisible by 9.

Hence 412 is divisible by 9.
$. $rrm 6fftg figits of 927 =9 +2 + 7 = 18 which

is divisible by 9.
Hence 927 is divisible by 9.

TnY Trese (Paee 260)

Q. Check the divisibility of the following numbers
bv 3.

1. 108 2.616
3.294 4.432
5.927

Sol. 1. Srrm ofthe digits ofl08 = 1+0+8 =gwhich
is divisible by 3.
Hence 108 is divisible by B.

2. S,rrn ofthedigits of616 = 6 + 1 + 6 = 18 which
is not divisible by 3.
Hence 616 is not divisible by B.

3. Sum of the tligits of 294 = 2 + 9 + 4= 1b which
is divisible by 3.
Hence 294 is divisible by B.

4. Sum ofthe digits of 432=4+B+ 2 = gwhich
is divisible by B.

Hence 432 is divisible by 3.
5. Sum ofthe digits of927 =9 +2+7 = 18 which

is divisible by B.

Heace 927 is divisible by B.

@E
Ql. If 21y5 is a multiple of 9, wherey is a digit, what

is the value ofy?
Sol. A number is divisible by 9 ifthe sum ofits digits

is also divisible by 9.
.'. Sum of the digits of 21yb

=Z+l+!+5=g+y
.. (8+y)+9=I

=) Tz =r :+ u+y=gI
"' Y=9-8=1
Hence, the required value ofy = 1.

Q2. If 3125 is a multiple of 9, where z is a digit, what
is the value ofz?

Sol. A nu-mber is a multiple of 9 when the sum of its
digits is also divisible by 9.
Sum of the digits of3lz5

= 3 + 1+z + 5

.. 3+l +z+5= 9[ where fr is an integer.
For*=1 3+l+z+5=9
.. z=9-9=0
Fork=2 3+l+z+5=18
.. z=18-9=9
fr = 3 is not possible because

3+L+z+5=27
.'. z=27 -9=78
which is not a digit.
Hence the required value ofz is 0 or 9

Q3. If 242 is a multiple of B, where r is a digit, what
is the value ofl?

Sol. Since 24r is a multiple of3, the sum of digits
6 + r is a multiple of3; so 6 + r is one ofthese
numbers; 0, 3, 6, f2, 15, 18, ......
.'. 6 + r = 3k where & is a_nyinteger.
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Forft=0,6+r=3x0
3 6+.r=0
.'. x= -6. Not Possible
Forft=1,6+r=3x1
- 6+x=3
.. r=3-6

=-SNotPossible
Fork=2,6+x=3x2
- 6+r=6
.. a=6-6=0

2 + 4 + O = 6 multiple of 3

Fork=3,6+r=3x3
= x=9-6=3
:. 2+4+ 3=9multipleofS
Fork=4,6+z=3x4
:) 6+r=!2
.. x=12-6=6
.'. 2+4+6= 12 which is mu-ltiple of 3

For&=5,6+r=3x5
= x=15-6=9
:. 2+4+ 9 = 15 which is multiple

of3
For&=6,6+r=3x6

= r= 18-6
= 12 not Possible as r is digit

Hence the required values ofr are 0, 3, 6 or 9.

Q4. If31z5 is a multiple of3, wherez is a digit. what
might be the value ofz?

Sol. A number is a multiple of 3 if the sum of iLs

digiLs is divisible by 3.

.. 3 + L + z + 5 = 3i where & is an integer

9+z=3k
.'. z=3h-9
Here, ft = 0, 1, 2 is not possible as z is a digit of
the number.

For k=3,2= 3x3-9=9-9=0
.'. 9 + 0 = 9 multiple of 3

For k=4,2=3x4-9=12-9=3
.. I + 3 = 12 mulbiple of 3

For h = 5, z = 3 x 5 - 9 = 15 - 9 = 6

.. 9 + 6 = 15 mulbiple of 3

For h = 6, z = 3 x 6 - 9 = 18 - 9 = 9

.. 9+9= 18 multiple of 3

For k=7,2=3 x7 -9 =21 -g = 12 Not
possible as z is a digit
Hence, the requied values ofz are 0, 3, 6 and 9.

LearningMoreQ&A
l. Venv snonr Amswen (VSA) Quesrtous

Q1. Write the following numbers in generaiised

form.
(a) ab (b) 85

(c) t32 (d) 1000

Sol. (o)ob = 10 x o + 7 x b =70a + b

16;35= 10x 8+ 1 x 5= 10 x 8+5
(c) 732 = 100 x 1+ 10 x 3 + 1x 2

=100x1+10x3+2
(b) 1000 = 1000 x I

Q2. Write the foilowing in usual form.
(o)3x100+0x10+6
(b)5 x 1000+3 x 100+2 x 10+ 1

SoI. (a)3xL00+0x10+6
=300+0+6=306

(b)5 x 1000 + 3 x 100 +2 x 10 + 1

= 5000+ 300 +20 +l=5321
Q3. Which of the following numbers are divisible by

3?

(,) 106 Gi)726
(iii) 9Lb (iu) 1008

Sol. (i) SumofthedigiLsof 106= 1 +0+6 = Twhich
is not divisible bY 3.

Hence 106 is not divisible bY 3.

(ii) Sum of the dielLs of 726 = 7 + 2 + 6 = 15

which is divisible bY 3.

Hence 726 is divisible bY 3.

(itr) Sum of the digius of915 = 9 + 1 + 5 = 15

which is divisible bY 3'

Hence 915 is divisible bY 3.

(io) Sum ofthe digits of 1008 = I + 0 + 0 + 8 = 9

which is divisible bY 3.

Hence 1008 is divisible bY 3'

Q4. Prove that the sum of the given numbers a-nd

the numbers obtained by reversing their digits
is divisible by 11.

(o) 89 (b) ab

(c) 69 @) 54

Sol. (o) Given number = 89

Number obtained by revershg the order of
disih = 98
Su.n = 89 + 98 = 187 + 11= 17

Hence, the required number is 11.
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(b) Given number = ob = LOa + b
Number obtrined by reversing the digits
=lOb+a
.'. Sum = (10a + b) + (10b + o)

=7Oa+b+lob+a
=lla+l7b = 11(o+b)+11
=a+b

(c) Given number = 69
Number obtained by reversing the digits
=96
Sum=69+96=165+ll=15
Hence, the required number is 11.

(d) Given number = 54
Number obt^ined by rever€ing the digiLs = 4b
S,,m=54+45=99+11=9
Hence, the required number is I 1 .

Q5. Prove that the difference ofthe given numberr
and the numbers obtai_ned by reversing their
digiLs is divisible by 9.

(j) 59 (ii) xy
(iii) ryz (io) 2Ol

Sol. (i) Given nrrmber = 59
Number obtained by reversi-ug the digiLs
=95
Difference = 95 - 59 = J6 + 9 = 4
Hence, the required number is 9.

(ii) Given number = ry = lOr + y
Number obtained by reversing the digits
=7Or+t
.'. Difference = (10: + y) - (10y + :)

=lOx+y_tW_r
=gr_W
=9(x_y)+9=r_y

Hence, the required number is 9.
(iii) Given ntmber = alz = 70Ox + LOy + z

Number obtai-ned by reversing the digiLs
= 1002 + lQ/ +r
. . Difference

= (100c + tDy + z) - (t0Oz + toy + x)
= 1002 + loy + z - lOOz - 7Oy - x
= 99t - 992

= 99(x - z)
99(r-z)+9=7L(r-z)
Hence, the required number is 9.

(iu) Given number = 203
Number obtained by reversing the digits
= 302
.'. Difference = 302 - 2O3 = 99 + 9 = 11
Hence, the required number is 9.

Q6. Ifo, b, c are three digits ofa.three-digit number,
prove that obc +cab +bcaisa multiple of 37.

Sol. We have obc + cab + bca

abc=100a+70b+c
cab=100c+LOa+b
bca=700b+l0c+a

Adding olc + cab + bca

= 11la + 11lb + 1llc
=ll7(a+b+c)
=37x3(a+b+c)

which is a multiple of 37.

Hence proved.

ll. Snonr Apswen (SA) Queslorus

Q7. Complete the magic square given below so that
the sum ofthe numbers in each row or in each
colu-mn or along each diagonal is 15.

(i) A=15-(8+1)= 15 -9=6
(i;) F= 15-13 +5) = 15- 13 = 2

(jjj) C= 15-(A+F)= 15-(6+2)
= 15-8=7

(iu) E = 15-11 +5)=15-6=9
(u) D= 15-(E+F)= 15-(9+2)

= 16-11 =4
(ui) B = 15-16 +4)=75-72=3

Hence the required square is

Q8. Find the values of P and Q from the given
addition problem

3P43
+4 2 7 a

7917
Sol. Here,3+Q=7 - Q=7-3=+

Now taking second column, we get

4 + 7 = 7l i.e. 1 is carried over to third column

8 1 A

B 5 C

D E F

8 1 6

3 5 7

4 9 2
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.'. 1+P+2=9
3+P=9

... P=9-3=6
Hence tJre value ofP = 6 and Q = 4

Q9. Find the values of p, g and r in the following
multiplication problem.

3p4
xq6

4

6

5

q

3

x

Sol. 6 x 4 = 24, Here 2 is carried over second colum-n

6xp+2-3x10=2
[21 -3 x 6=31

6P-30=0 = P=$
Now the multiplication problem becomes,

Here 2+r=4
.'. r=2

qx354=L062

LO62
- a= 

- 
=o' 354

HenceP = 5, q = 3 and r = 2

Ql0. Observe the following patterns:

1x9-1=8
21 x9-1= 188

321 x 9-1=2888
4327x9-1=38888

Find the value of 87654321 x I - L

Sol. From the pattern, we observe that there are as

many eights in the result as the first digit from

the right which is to be multiplied bv 9 and

reduced by 1.

.'. 8765432L x 9- I = 788888888

Hros Onoen THtrurtte Srrr-r-s (HOTS) QuesrtoNs

Ql1. Complete the cross number puzzle with the
given column.
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a b 'z c d

'z e t -z
h 'z 'z I

J h 'z I 'z
'z

TN
-z n o

p -z 'z q

r 'z s

Eorizonf,al ros Vertioal row

(o)0.7x8x90

(c) 94.9 - 2.1

(e) 807a of6600

G) 0.6 x 168

(D 04o of 126

(r) 104 - 1037

(m) 660 -26
(n) 7OO7o of79

(g) 360 + 30

(r) 8.M - 5.22

(s)8x6x13

(a) MVo of 92O0

(b) 0.6 x 76

k\ 1079.2 -90.2
(d) 0.4 x 60

ft 512 + 1722

(H 896x7

(l) (0.36 x 1d) + r92

(o) 102 x 9

(p) (3 x 10r) + (3 x 10)

(q\ 70so of 5O

Sol. Vorticol rowEorlzontal row

@\ 647o of9200 = 5888

(b) 0.6 x ZE = 46

k) 7079.2 - 90.2 = 989

,,0.4,60=20
() 572 + 1722 = 2234

(k) 896x7 = 6272

(l) (0.36 x 1d) + 192

= 3792

1o1 1gz 1g = 900

(p) (3 x 1Or) + (3 x 100)

= drd,

(q) 7O7o of 6O = BE

(o) 0.7x8x90=604

k\ 94.9 -2.7 = 92.8

(e) 8070 of6600 = 5280

G) 0.6 x 168 = 84

(l) 04a of 725 = O

(7) 104 - 1037 = 8963

(m\ 66O - 26 = 624

(n\ 70OEa of 79 = 79

(g) 360 + 30 = 390

(r) 8,34 - 6.22 = B.l2

(s)8x6x18=620

2124
106rx
t2 7 4 4

2124
10 6 r x

L2 7 4 4
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Hence the complete square is

5 0 4 '= I 2 8

8 -z
5 2 8 0 'z

8 4 -=
2 9 -z 0

8 9 6 3 'z 3
-z

-z
5 2 4 '= 7 9

7 "'4 I 0

I 2 'z 6 2 0

Qr2.

Sol.

Test Yourself

3

The pmduct of bwo 2-digit numbers is 1431. The
product oftheir tens digit-s is 10 and the product
of their units tligits is 21. Find the numbers.
Let the required two 2-digit numbers be 10o + b
and lOp + q as per the condition, we have
axp=70a\dbxq-2L

.'. a = 2 and p = 5 or a = 5 andp = 2
Similarlybxq=21
.. b =3 and, q ='l s1g = 7 and g = B
:. lOp+q =57orlOp+q=53
and 10o +b =23orloa+b=27
Since the unils digit ofproduct 1431 is l.
.. Numbers are 57 and 23 or 53 and 27.
Now 57 x 23 = l31r and 53 x 27 = 1481 which
is given.
Hence, the required numbers are 58 and,27.

l. Venv Snonr Atswen (VSA) Quesrrots

Q1. Write the following numbers in generalised
form.
(a)737 (b)r25 (c) 870

Q2. Write the following in usual form.
(a) l\a + b (b) l0or+7Oy +z
(c)8x100+7

Q3. Find the values ofthe English alphabeLs in the
following:

(a) (b)

(c) @)

(NCERT E*emplar)
Q4. When r is divided by 2, the rems inder is 1. What

ca-n be the ones digit ofr?
Q5. Check the divisibility of the following numbers

bv 3.
(i) 64779 (ii) 854 (iiil 325695

Q6. If715: is a multiple of3, find the greatest value
of x,

Q7. If578r4 is divisible by B, find the least va.lue of
1.

Q8. Find the value of A in the following addition.
(a) 31A (b) 4Oz

+2 A 4 + 4 A 6

Q9. Which of the following numbers are divisible
bv 9?
(a) 6358 (b) 666675

Ql0. A number N when divided by E leaves a
remainder 3. What are the possible values of
ones digit of N?

ll. Snonr AnswEn (SA) Queslorus

Q11. A number r when divided by 2 and 5 leaves
remainder 1 and 4 respectively. What are the
possible values ofr?

Ql2. Write the Dumber which is divisible by 2 and 9.
Q13. Fiud the value of& where B 1 &z is divisible by 6.

(NCERT Eremplar)
Ql4. Replace the letters by the numerals to make

correct worked examples.
(r) 1A3B5

_ 5C7D
666 6

85
+4 A
BC 3

AB
-87

45

B6
+ 8A
CA2

8ABC
+ABCb

D488

(iil A
+1

6B4C
7255

B5C
D2 E O

3FG O O

85

9DOE8
Ql5. Replace the letters by the numerals in the

following.

(a) 7 A7
xBlZ
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13H
LJK

Qf 6. A asks B to ttrir:k of a 4digit number and then to

subtract from it each ofthe number's digits. For

example, ifB chooses 5901 and then takes away

5, 9, 0, 1 the resultant nrrmber will be 5886' Now

ask B to give the digit ofthe new number leaving
out any one of the 4 digit's. Suppose B tells the
numbers 886, A can astonish B by telling the
missing digit? ExPIain how.

Qf7. Find the values of the letters in each of the
following: (NCERT ExemPlar)

(ii)

(b) ABC
B4)e e 9 6

D800
31E0
FOGO

0
(,) PQ

x6
2 LM
LM 1

M18

1. (o)1x 100+3x 10+7
(b)1x100+2x10+5
(c)3x100+7x10

2. (a) ab (b) rYz (c) 807

3. (o)A=8,B=1,C=3
(b)A=6,8=7,C=1
(c)A=7,8=2
(d)A=7,8=2,C=3,D=1

4. L,3,5,7 or9 6. (i) and (rrr)

6. 8 7.0
a. @)4 (b)8

16.

17.

lnternal Assessment

aaa

(b) 10.3 or 8
9 12.36540

& is either 0 or 3, 6, 9
(i) A=2, B = 4, c = 6, D = 9

(ii) A=7,B=8, C = 3, D =4, E = 9

(d A=2,8 =2,C = 4,D = 1, E = 7, F = 8' G =
1'H=9,K=6

(b) A= 2,8 =9, C = 4,D = 6,8 = I, G = 6, F =
3,H=6,K=6,J=3andL=l

5.
()P=7,q=4 O|)M=1,L=4

ANSWERS

9.
11.

13.

L4.

15.

Qr. FiIl in the blanks:
(a) 2007 is divisible by ..........
(b) 7f 73?.r ie a multiple of 3, then I
(c) lf 72xl is a multiple of 9, then r = .. ........
(d,) lf 1234r + Sleaves a remainder 1, then least

value ofr = ..........
(e) If 875A is multiPle of 6, then A

Q2. Construct a magic square of 3 x 3 with magic
sum 27.

Q3. Check the divisibility of 56732 I by 3 and 9.

Q4. Find the value of the letters in each of the
following.

(a) b\

lll. Mumple Gnotce Quesrtors (MCQs)

Q6. If ob \zEi(Ua thus thevalue ofo andb are

24
t2
r2

0

(i) r,2 ui) 2,3
(rii) 1,3 (iu) None of these

Q7, The sum ofa two-digit number and the number
obtained by reversing the digits is divisible by

(,) 91 (it) 11

(iii) 2l (iu) None of these

36a
-rb7

mn
x6

nnn 176
Q5. Use the digit 1-9 in only one of the circles so

that the sum along each side of the triangle is
21.
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Q8. The difference of a two-digit number and the
number obtained by reversing the digits is
divisible by

(r e (r,) 11

(iii) 21 (iu) None of these

Q9. Ifa,6 and c are tbree digif,, then the value of
obc + cab + bco is divisible by
(i)37 (ii)g

(iii\ 77 (iu) 73

Qf 0. If three-digit numtrer 2rtr is divisible by 9, then
the value of r is
(i) 6 (rr 5

(iii) 3 (ju) None of these

Ql r. If 5A + 83 = 65, then the value ofA and B is
(,)A=2,B=3 (r,)A=3,B=2

(iii) A=2,8=t (iu) A=t,B =2
(NCERT Ercmplar)

Q12. tfAg + 88 = 150, then the value ofA + B is
(, 13 (ii) 72

Qii) 17 (iu) 15

(NCERT Erzmplart
Qr3. IfSA x A = 399, then the value ofA is

(r 3 (ii) 6
(iii)'t (iu) 9

(NCERT Eremplar)

Qf 4. If6A x B = A8B, then the value ofA - B is
(i) -2 (ii)2

(tii) -3 (,u) B

(NCERT Ercmplar)
Qf 5. Which of the following numbers is divisible by

99?

(i) 913462 (iil rt$45
Gii) 735792 (iv) 3672406

(NCERT Ercmplar)

ANSWERS

51. (a)3or9
(d) 3

(6) 0
(e) 0or5

(c) 8

6 1l l0

13 9 5

8 7 72

3. Divisible by3
4. (a)m=7,n=4 (b)a=3,b =8

2

6. (r)
e. (,)

12. (i)

'1. llt)
10. (iii)
13. (iii)

8. (r)

tt.(iii)
14.(i) r5. (ii)
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o Yearly Assessment
SET.l

Time: 3 hour

Getrcral Instntations

" NI questions are compulsory. Howeuer interrnl chabe is @uen'

. Section A consbts of 4 questiors carrying 1 mark eath'

" Sectinn B consists of 5 qucstinns carryinS 2 mnrks eath'

" Sectitn C consists of 10 questions carrying 3 mnrhs each'

" Sectinn D cottsists of I questions carrying 4 marh's earh'

M.M.:80

SECTION-A

1. Find: 64 x 625
1

2. Pi1lt2)7o ofl600

3. Using factorisation, find the cube root of 512'

4. In which quadra-nt, the following points lie.

(il P(-3, 4) (ii) (-4' -5)
SECTION-B

5. State which ofthese triplets form ftrthagorean triplets:
(i) 4, 5, 6 6) 12, L3,25 (iii) 7 '24'25

e. nvaluate: ffi
7. Find the voiume ofa cube whose surface area is 150 cm2'

8. Find SP when MP = t 550 and discount = 107o'

9. Fild the value of(8Lr2 + LGy2-72xv)wn"ot = f; "dv= I'
SECTION-C

10. What is the value of @ , n Z

11. Find the cube root of 1.331.

12. Multiply (p2 + ?.q)hy @s -zpq + q2) and find the value ofthe product ofp = I andg = - 1'

OR

Resolve into factot: aa - 16b2.

2r-3 3
13. Solve for.r: ,_Z =Z

14. A shopkeeper offers 107o discount on all his goods. During festival season, he announced a further discount

of 15%. Find the selling price of an item marked at ( 1250'

15. Calculate the interest on ( 20,000 for 3 years at 57o p.a., when the interest is compounded annually.

16. Which of the following groups of angle form a quadrilateral?
(a) 96', 115",60",90' (b) 45",75', 110',70' (c) 125", 180" 25" 40"

17. Two adjacent angles ofa parallelogram are (3:r - 4)' and (3: + 10)"' Find the measures ofthese angles of

the parallelogram.
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18. construct a quadrilat€ral BULI! given that BU = b cm, UL = 4 cm, mztJ = 6o",mzB=90. andmzL=
135'.

OR
construct a rhombus PQRS whose diagoaals pR a-nd eS are 6 cm and b cm respectivery.

19. The surface area of a cuboid is 3328 sq m. If its dimensions are in the ratio 4 : B : 2, find its volume.

SECTION-D

20. The volume of a cube is E 12 cu. cm, find its surface area.
21. The expenditure ofa family on various heads is given in the following table:

Eead Rent Education Food Clothing Miscellaneous Total
ependiture (in T) 8000 4000 6000 2000 4000 24000

Represent the above data by a pie graph.
22' Number I to 10 are written on separate slips (one mrmber on one slip), kept in a box and mixed well. Oneslip is drawn from the box without looking into it. What is the probaliUty on

(a) getting a number 6 (b) getting a number less than 6
(c) getting a number greater tha-n 6 (d) getting a l-digit number

23. Simplify: (1.5 t - 4y) (7.8t + 4y + J) - 4.5 + t2y
24. Divide: / +612+ll;c+6byr+2
25. Factorise the following:

(i) 5y2 -2Or -82 + 2yz (ii) (rn + Bn)2 + 4m + 72n
26. Solve the following equations:

(i) 31 2x+5 5

432
,.., 3r-2 2r+3 2(u, 

---+x=_
433

27. In the given figure, ABCD is a trapezium in which AB llcD.lf mzBCD = 120. and DA -L AB , find LZADCardZZABC.

28' Find the area ofa quadrilateral ZOAN in which diagonal ON = 23.7 cm and offsects on it are 6.b cm aDd
8.3 cm.

D

A

2&
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C Yearly Assessment
SET-2

Timc: 3 hour

Gencral Instrwctinns: Same as paper-l

M.M.:80

SECTION-A
1. What per cent of 20 is 40?

2. Solve for.r: 6x - 5 = 4t + 7

3. How many number of edges are in a square pyramid?

4, A cow is sold for t 10240. If its cost price is t 10000 then find the gain 4o'

SECTION-B

5. What per cent of 108 km/b is 15 m/s?

6. Multiply: -612 (3 - 2aE)

7. Two nunbers are in ratio 7 : 5. If they differ by 16, what are the numbers?

8. A polyhedron has 40 faces and 60 edges. How many vertices does it have?

9. The volume of a cube is 1728 cm3, find its surface area.

SECTION-C

10. The area ofa trapezium shaped fielil is 480 m2, the distance between two parallel sides is 15 m and one

ofthe parallel sides is 20 m. Find the length ofthe other side'

11. A road roller takes 750 complete revolutions to move once over to level a road. Find the area of the road

if the dianeter of a road roller is 84 cm and length is I m.

12. A cuboid is of dimensions 60 cm x 54 cm x 30 cm. How many small cubes with side 6 cm can be placed in
the given cuboid?

lB. An electric pole 14 m high, casts a shadow of 10 metres. Find the height of a tree that casts a shadow of

15 metres under similar an conditions.

OR

There are 100 students in a hostel. Food provision for them is for 20 days. How long will these provisions

last, if25 more studentsjoin the gxoup?

14. Factorise: 49x2 -y2 + l4y - 49.

I 5. Plot the following points on the graph and veriff if they lie on a line'

A(2, 3), B(5, 3), C(5, 5) and D(2, 5)

16. Marks score dby Aare 25?o more thall that oi i. By what per cent are B's marks iess than that ofA?

- 1.23 x 1.23 - 0.73 x 0'73
17. Llvaluate: --- L2g_O,n

18. The perimeter of each face of a cube is 20 cm, find its volume.

19. A number is increased by 257o and then reduced by 25Vo. Find' the net increase or decrease per cent.
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SECTION-D
20. The total surface area ofa cylinder is 6612 cm2 and the circumference of its base is 88 cm. Find the

volume ofthe cylinder.

21. The angles ofa triangle are 3r', (2c + 20)" a-nd (5, - 40f. Find the angles. Hence show that the triangle
is an equilateral triangle.

22. Construct a quadrilateral PQRS in which PQ = 4.8 cm, QR = 3.9 cm, RS = 4.6 cm, Sp = B cm and Ze = 7b..

23. If 8, find the value ofra
1*j'1

a

24. Divide: 6* -xa + 4f - ix:2 - r - liby ?,r2 -r + B and find the remainder.
25' A merchant lost 87o by selling a-n ipad for I 12880. What price should he sell it in order to gain 87o?

26. A rectangular tin foil of a size 22 cm by 16 cm is wrapped to form a rylinder of height 16 cm. Find the
volume of the cylinder.

27. Ttre month.ly sale of computers by a shopkeeper is sholrn in the following table:

Months No. of computers sold

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

72

18

28

42

M

Draw a pie-chart to represent the above data.

28. lf JnU = 48 and Jt76A = 42,then find the value of
Jazeoa * Jo.t7u
Jo.2Bo4 - o.t764

28
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